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An analytical model of sea optical properties has been developed in order to generate sea surface images,
as seen by an infrared sensor. This model is based on a statistical approach and integrates the spatial
variability of a wind-roughened sea surface whose variability ranges from a 1-m to a kilometer scale. It
also takes into account submetric variability. A two-scale approach has been applied by superimposing
small scale variability (smaller than the pixel footprint) to larger ones. Introducing multiresolution in the
sensor field of view allows the requirement of any observational configuration, including nadir as well as
grazing view geometry. The physical background of the methods has been tested against theoretical
considerations. We also obtained a good agreement with dataset collections at our disposal and taken
from the literature, such that a bias shows up at grazing angles, mainly explained by not taking into
account multiple reflections. Applied to the generation of synthetic sea surface radiance images, our
model leads to good quality ocean scenes, whatever the contextual conditions. © 2007 Optical Society of
America

OCIS codes: 010.4450, 240.5770, 260.3060, 290.5880, 000.5490, 280.0280.

1. Introduction

Defining electro-optical systems performances re-
quires up to date background signatures models in
order to catch with the continual evolution of new
optical sensors. The need of computed images includ-
ing any observational configurations (nadir or graz-
ing view geometry from ground-based, airborne or
shipborne sensors) is then of a major interest. It im-
plies the introduction of multi-resolution in the field
of view and leads to develop multi-scale approaches
describing background radiation variability with cor-
responding resolution.

In the scope of the development of a new version of
the infrared background scene generator MATISSE [1]
(Advanced Modeling of the Earth for the Imaging and
the Simulation of the Scenes and their Environment),
a model of sea surface optical properties must be im-
plemented. It has to take into account a 1-meter spa-
tial variability as well as a larger scale. Sub-pixel

variability must also be included. All of this should
moreover cover the spectral bandwidth of MATISSE
extending from 765 to 3300 cm�1 (3 to 13 �m).

Different ways can be thought of in order to retrieve
the radiative characteristics of a wind-roughened wa-
ter surface. Models issued from the computer graphics
literature, such as the empirical Phong’s [2] model or
the physical Cook-Torrance’s [3] model, are based on
roughness parameters. These parameters are then ad-
justed to fit at best the surface reflectance. Yet they are
not easily connected to contextual parameters (for ex-
ample wind speed and wind direction). Monte-Carlo
methods [4,5] are the most accurate, but ray tracing
needs a fine discretization of the sea surface (smaller
than one millimeter) in order to properly take into
account the capillary waves. Considering a back-
ground scene generator with a spatial extent ranging
from the meter to the kilometer, algorithms based on
these methods would consume too much computation
time. Another well-known class of methods estimates a
statistical average of local optical properties deduced
from Fresnel coefficients for a given slope probability
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density function (PDF). In most cases, the slope of the
PDF is assumed to be Gaussian [6–10]. For non-
Gaussian PDF, a paper of Bourlier [11] has been
recently published. Those methods give analytical
expressions of optical properties. Not only they take
into account contextual characteristics, such as waves
from swell to capillary waves, with associated atmo-
spheric conditions (wind, fetch), but they also include
shadowing and hiding functions [12–15]. Their major
drawback consists in the zero-level average sea-level
implied by still assuming a centered slope of the PDF.
This assumption is suitable when the pixels footprints
are large enough to include the whole sea surface vari-
ability. Meanwhile it collapses when the pixel footprint
only covers a small area of the sea surface. In this case
a non-zero mean vector-value sea surface slope has to
be considered.

In this paper, we introduce a new two-scale ap-
proach intended to calculate the sea surface optical
properties. It consists in superimposing the small
scale variability (smaller than the pixel footprint) to
the large scale one. The analytical expressions are
extended to integrate any slope mean vector-value
and covariance matrix, while the statistical proper-
ties are determined for the resolution required by the
observational configuration.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
first derive general analytical expressions for sea sur-
face optical properties. They are obtained from mod-
els given in Refs. 6–10 and extended to any surface
size. The different terms of the expressions, such as
the shadowing functions, PDF, Fresnel coefficient
and geometrical parameters, are described. Secondly,
the determination of the slope statistical parameters
(mean values and covariance matrix) is presented.
We recall the expressions given in the literature.
They are only suitable when the considered surface
portion contains the whole sea surface statistics.
When this condition is not fulfilled, the two-scale ap-
proach developed in this paper has to be applied.
From a small scale point of view, the statistical pa-
rameters can be obtained analytically whereas a
large scale will require a geometrical sea surface gen-
eration. Finally, an extension of our two-scale model
based on a finer sea surface discretization is pre-
sented. Section 3 is devoted to verifications of the
physical validity of our model. Conservation of energy
and the convergence of optical properties from high to
low resolution are investigated. In Section 4, radiance
images of the ocean surface are shown to illustrate
the quality of our model of optical properties and
demonstrate its feasibility for extended domains. Fi-
nally, Section 5 gives concluding remarks.

2. Analytical Expressions of Optical Properties

The characteristic scales of a wind-roughened sea
surface range from a few hundred meters for the
swell to millimeter for the capillary waves. Curvature
radius of such capillary waves being much larger
than the infrared wavelength, the water surface can
be seen as locally flat allowing the use of a first-order
geometrical-optics approach.

We assume that the surface slopes are governed by
a stationary, ergodic and Gaussian process. Thus, it
is totally defined by its mean vector-value and its
autocorrelation function. For a stationary random
process, the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function is the power spectral density. In this study,
the selected power spectral density is Elfouhaily’s
spectrum [16], whose omnidirectional component is
presented in Fig. 1. This is an analytical global spec-
trum which covers both gravity and capillary waves.
This spectrum also is in good agreement with in situ
observations made by Cox and Munk [16].

In order to calculate for each pixel the effective
optical properties, we introduce the intersected rough
area (IRA) defined as the intersection of the rough
surface and the pixel instantaneous field of view,
containing hidden parts as well as seen ones. Fig-
ure 2 displays a schematic representation of a mono-

Fig. 1. Normalized omnidirectional Elfouhaily spectrum for wind
velocity at 10 m above average ocean surface u10 � 8 m.s�1 and
infinite fetch. The vertical dashed line indicates the location of the
cutoff wavenumber kc.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a mono-dimensional sea sur-
face. In the upper part, bold line indicates the sea surface. It is
decomposed into intersected rough areas (IRAs) related to pixels
solid angles. In the lower part, a decomposition of the sea surface
is shown: small scale waves (dashed lines) are superimposed on
large scale waves (plain lines) on the n IRAs. The size of the
orthogonal projection of the IRAs is given by L1, L2, . . . , Ln. Sto-
chastic processes describing slopes are given by ��Li

and ��Li

�i � 1, . . . , n� for the small and large scales respectively.
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dimensional sea surface as seen by a sensor. For each
sensor pixel, the IRA is given by the bold curve. The
IRA is more or less extended, depending on the re-
quired pixel resolution and on the viewing geometry.
Effective optical properties may be given as a statis-
tical average of the local optical properties over the
surface slopes observed by each pixel.

A. General Expressions

Analytical expressions of optical properties of a wind-
roughened sea surface in the low resolution case are
given in various references (see Refs. 6–10). Those
expressions are based on the hypothesis that all the
statistical information is included in the considered
IRA, which means that the associated part of the sea
surface has a zero-level in average. This property is
not valid when a high resolution is required because
one pixel of the sensor may observe in this case only
a fraction of sea wave. Thus, analytical expressions
must account for non-zero sea surface slope mean
values. In the following, we present two-dimensional
optical properties expressions based on Refs. 6–10,
but extended to the general case, so that any sea
surface slope mean values and variances can be used.
One-dimensional expressions are detailed in Ref. 18.
Monostatic and bistatic shadowing functions are also

included. They model the fractional area of the sea
surface illuminated and seen by the observer. Multi-
ple reflections, however, are not considered.

For unpolarized light, we recall the Fresnel for-
mula at the air-sea interface expressing the local re-
flectivity of a plane surface:

���inc� �
1
2�sin2��inc � �t�

sin2��inc 	 �t�
	

tan2��inc � �t�
tan2��inc 	 �t��, (1)

na sin �inc � nw sin �t, (2)

where na and nw are the spectral refractive indexes of
air and sea water respectively, �inc is the incident
zenith angle and �t is the transmission angle.

For infrared wavelengths, the law of conservation
of energy and the Kirchhoff law give the local emis-
sivity of sea surface as:


��inc� � 1 � ���inc�. (3)

1. Emissivity
In the general case, effective emissivity is ex-
pressed as:

where �obs � ����2, ��2� and �obs � �0, 2�� are the
zenith and azimuth observation angles (see Fig. 3 for
geometry description). �x and �y are the surface slopes
in the upwind and crosswind directions respectively.
��� is the unpolarized Fresnel coefficient in power
with � the angle between the normal perpendicular
to the facet and the observation direction. g��obs,
�obs; �x, �y� is a geometrical constraint defined in Refs.
10 and 19. Considering a facet with slopes �x and �y,
let So be its projected area in the observer plane
(plane containing the observer and the normal per-
pendicular to the observation direction) and SE its
orthogonal projection on the ellipsoid defining Earth.
We have: g��obs, �obs; �x, �y� � cos��obs� � So�SE.
Pm,C��x, �y� is the slopes PDF, with the slope mean
vector-value m and the slope covariance matrix C
expressed as:

m � �mx, my�T, (5a)

C � ��x
2 �xy

2

�xy
2 �y

2 �. (5b)


̃��obs, �obs� �

�
��

	��
��

	�

�1 � ���� � Pm,C��x, �y� � g��obs, �obs; �x, �y� � cos �obs � Sm,C

��obs, �obs; �x, �y�d�xd�y

�
��

	��
��

	�

Pm,C��x, �y� � g��obs, �obs; �x, �y� � cos �obs � Sm,C

��obs, �obs; �x, �y�d�xd�y

,

(4)

Fig. 3. Geometry definition: (0xyz) is the coordinate system rel-
ative to the upwind direction x and crosswind direction y; u� obs and
u� inc are observation and incident directions respectively, defined by
their zenith and azimuth angles ��obs, �obs� and ��inc, �inc� relative to
the (Oxyz) coordinate system; n� is the facet normal; � is the angle
between facet normal n� and observation direction u� obs.
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UT denotes the transpose vector of U. mx, my and �x
2,

�y
2 are the slope mean values and slope variances in

the upwind and crosswind directions. �xy
2 is the co-

variance between �x and �y. Sm,C

��obs, �obs; �x, �y� is

the monostatic shadowing function which is defined
as the ratio of the seen area to the total area sub-
tending the surface [12].

Let’s emphasize that this general expression of the
effective emissivity differs from expressions found in
literature by its ability to consider surface slope mean
values different from zero. Thus, the parameter m
appears in PDF and shadowing function expressions.
Denominator of Eq. (4) is also of prime importance
and constitutes another important difference. It eval-
uates the projection in observer plane of the frac-
tional area of the sea surface seen by the pixel. The
impact of this weighting parameter will be mostly
seen when wave heights can not be neglected com-
pared to the IRA projection size. Otherwise, it equals
unity.

Let’s note that the two-dimensional shadowing
function Sm,C


 depends on zenith and azimuth obser-
vation angles �obs and �obs. For a given �obs, Bourlier
et al. [15] showed that the 2-D shadowing effect is
obtained from the 1-D shadowing effect in the �OXobs�
direction characterized by the azimuth direction �obs.
In the �OXobsYobs� coordinate system, the surface
slopes in respectively the �OXobs� and �OYobs� direc-
tions are expressed as:

�Xobs � �x cos �obs 	 �y sin �obs

�Yobs � ��x sin �obs 	 �y cos �obs. (6)

Thus, simplifying by cos��obs�, Eq. (4) becomes:

The slope vector-value ��Xobs, �Yobs� is also a station-
ary, ergodic and Gaussian process. Its PDF is
Pmobs,Cobs

��Xobs, �Yobs� with mean mobs � �mXobs, mYobs�T

� A�obs
m and covariance matrix Cobs � A�obs

CA�obs

T, in
which:

A� � � cos � sin �

�sin � cos ��. (8)

The different terms of Eq. (7) are expressed as:

 � cos�1	 1


1 	 �Xobs
2 	 �Yobs

2
�cos �obs � �Xobs sin �obs��,

(9a)

g��obs, �obs; �Xobs, �Yobs� � 1 � �Xobs tan �obs. (9b)

The monostatic shadowing function is given by the
uncorrelated monostatic Smith shadowing function
[13] which has been extended to non-zero PDF:

Sm,�

��; �� ��

*���;cotan �����
1 	 �m,����

if � � 0

*�cotan �;	�����
1 	 �m,����

if � � 0
, (9c)

where: � is zenith angle,

*I�x� �1 if x � I
0 otherwise,

where I ����; cotan �� if � � 0
�cotan �; 	�� if � � 0, (9d)

�m,���� ���cotan �

	�

�� tan � � 1�Pm,����d� if � � 0

�
��

cotan �

�� tan � � 1�Pm,����d� if � � 0

.

(9e)

The uncorrelated monostatic Smith shadowing func-
tion relies on the assumption that surface heights
and slopes are uncorrelated. Thus, optical properties
expressions depend only on slopes.

Finally, g and SmXobs,�Xobs


 depending only on �Xobs,
the denominator of Eq. (7) becomes, after integrating
upon �Yobs:

D � 1 �
mXobs tan��obs�

1 	 �mXobs,�Xobs��obs�
. (10)


̃��obs, �obs� �

�
��

	��
��

	�

�1 � ���� � Pmobs,Cobs��Xobs, �Yobs� � g��obs, �obs; �Xobs, �Yobs� � SmXobs,�Xobs


��obs; �Xobs�d�Xobsd�Yobs

�
��

	��
��

	�

Pmobs,Cobs��Xobs, �Yobs� � g��obs, �obs; �Xobs, �Yobs� � SmXobs,�Xobs


��obs; �Xobs�d�Xobsd�Yobs

.

(7)
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We note that a second integration upon �Yobs is nec-
essary to calculate the numerator of Eq. (7), due to
the dependence of � with �Yobs. As presented in Ref.
11, the variance �Yobs

2 associated to �Yobs being much
smaller than 1 	 �Xobs

2 	 mYobs
2, one can approximate

� by:

cos�� � cos��� �
1


1 	 �Xobs
2 	 mYobs

2

� �cos �obs � �Xobs sin �obs�. (11)

Thus, Eq. (7) can be written as:

This approximation leads to a large gain of computa-
tional time without a noticeable loss of accuracy
when the emissivity is estimated. For example, if
m � �0.15, �0.15� and C, for u10 � 10 m.s�1, is such
that �x � 0.19, �xy � 0 and �y � 0.16, we verified that
the computation time was reduced by a factor 30
while a loss of accuracy of less than 1%.

2. Reflectivity
Extending expressions given in Refs. 6–10 to the gen-
eral case by considering any slope mean vector-value
and covariance matrix and by normalizing by D, the
effective reflectivity becomes:

Each term of Eq. (13) is defined as it was in Eq. (4),
with ��x, �y� replaced by ��x0, �y0�. The couple ��x0, �y0�
describes the specular direction �obs � ��inc and �obs
� �inc. We have:

�x0 � �
sin �obs cos �obs 	 sin �inc cos �inc

cos �inc 	 cos �obs
, (14a)

�y0 � �
sin �obs sin �obs 	 sin �inc sin �inc

cos �inc 	 cos �obs
. (14b)

The two-dimensional shadowing function is now the
uncorrelated bistatic Smith shadowing function [13]
Sm,C

���inc, �inc; �obs, �obs; �x, �y�. As previously, it can be
expressed from the 1-D case [15]:

SmX,�X

���inc; �obs; �Xobs, �Xinc��

1
1 	 �mXobs,�obs��obs� 	 �mXinc,�inc��inc�

, (14c)

where mXinc is the slopes mean in �OXinc� directions.
As in Ref. 20, we use this shadowing function ex-

pression instead of the expression given in Ref. 9,
which does not guarantee the continuity of reflectiv-
ity. Indeed, incidence angles can as well be expressed

as ��inc, �inc� or ���inc, �inc 	 ��. Fixing in the expres-
sion given by Ref. 9, �inc�obs � 0 and |�inc| � |�obs|,
then ��inc, �inc� leads to a bistatic shadowing func-
tion equals to �1 	 �mXinc,�inc

��inc���1 whereas ���inc,
�inc 	 �� leads to �1 	 �mXobs,�obs

��obs� 	 �mXinc,�inc

��inc���1.
Finally, the Jacobian J resulting from the variables

transformation from slopes to incident angles is:

J �
1 	 cos �inc cos �obs 	 sin �inc sin �obs cos��obs � �inc�

�cos �inc 	 cos �obs�3 .

(14d)

B. Statistical Parameters

Estimating the optical properties implies the knowl-
edge of the slope statistical parameters for each IRA
constituting the sensor footprint. Two configura-
tions can be encountered depending on the pixel
resolution and the associated slope statistical infor-
mation: the low resolution case, where the consid-
ered IRA is extended enough to reach the whole sea
surface statistical information, and the high reso-
lution case.


̃��obs, �obs� �

�
��

	�

�1 � ����� � PmXobs,�Xobs��Xobs� � �1 � �Xobs tan �obs� � SmXobs,�Xobs


��obs; �Xobs�d�Xobs

1 �
mXobs tan��obs�

1	�mXobs,�Xobs��obs�

. (12)

�̃��inc, �inc; �obs, �obs� �
����obs, �obs; �x0, �y0�� � Pm,C��x0, �y0� � g��obs, �obs; �x0, �y0� � Sm,C

���inc, �inc; �obs, �obs; �x0, �y0� � �J�

1 �
mXobs tan��obs�

1	�mXobs,�Xobs��obs�

.

(13)
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1. Low Resolution Case
In this case, the IRA size is large enough to consider
that the whole statistical information is included in
one realization of the Gaussian stochastic process
describing slopes on the IRA. Slope mean values in
the upwind and crosswind directions are thus m
� �mx, my� � 0, while matrix covariance components
are given by:

�x
2 ��

0

	��
��

�

k2 cos2 �S�k, ��d�dk,

�y
2 ��

0

	��
��

�

k2 sin2 �S�k, ��d�dk,

�xy
2 � 0, (15)

where S(k, �) is Elfouhaily et al. [16] height spectrum,
with k the wave number and � the wave propagation
direction with respect to the wind direction. Then,
slopes relative to incident direction �OXinc� and obser-
vation direction �OXobs� have zero mean values. The
denominator D given by Eq. (10), equal to 1, disap-
pears and we retrieve the low resolution expressions
given by Refs. 6–10.

2. High Resolution Case
To estimate high resolution optical properties, mean
vector-value and covariance matrix of the sea surface
slopes have to be calculated for the IRA. In this case,
the IRA being not extended enough to contain the
whole statistical information of the surface slopes,
the slope mean vector-value is not equal to zero and
the components of the covariance matrix cannot be
obtained by integrating the sea surface spectrum
over all real wavenumbers. Thus we assume that the
stochastic process describing slopes on an IRA can be
decomposed into two independent components re-
lated to sub-IRA and over-IRA variability respec-
tively. This is the main idea of our two-scale
approach. It implies the introduction of a cutoff wave-
number kc � ��L (see Fig. 1), where L is the size of
the orthogonal projection of the IRA on the ellipsoid
defining the Earth. The cutoff wavenumber is defined
in agreement with the anti-aliasing criteria for a
L-meters discretization step. Wavenumbers larger
than kc are used in order to describe small scales
whose associated waves will be defined as small scale
waves. On the other hand, large scale waves are as-
sociated to the scales described by wavenumbers
smaller than kc. The two considered components ��L
(small scale) and ��L (large scale) are stationary, er-
godic and Gaussian processes whose spectrum is
defined by the Elfouhaily spectrum restricted to
|k| � kc (small scale) and |k| � kc (large scale)
respectively. Figure 2 shows a schematic representa-
tion of the sea surface composed of n IRAs. The lower
part of the figure gives the decomposition of the sea
surface in two scales where large scale waves are

given by plain lines and small scale waves by dashed
lines.

Sea surface slopes can thus be written as:

� � ��L 	 ��L. (16)

We assume that the whole statistics of slopes rela-
tive to wavenumbers |k| � kc is included in all IRAs
whose projection sizes are greater than L meters.
Thus, a realisation of ��L on the considered IRA has
a Gaussian distribution with slope mean vector-value
m�L and covariance matrix C�L, where:

m�L � 0,

�x;�L
2 ��

kc

	��
��

��

k2 cos2���S�k, ��d�dk,

�y;�L
2 ��

kc

	��
��

��

k2 sin2���S�k, ��d�dk,

�xy;�L
2 � 0. (17)

On the contrary, a realisation of ��L on the considered
IRA does not reach its whole statistics. It is thus
necessary to simulate ��L and calculate slope mean
vector-value m�L and covariance matrix C�L. Simu-
lating ��L is equivalent to geometrically generate sea
slopes with wavenumbers |k| � kc. Slopes are built
by means of a spectral method [21,22] using the
Elfouhaily spectrum restricted to |k| � kc, so the
coherence with the calculation of statistical proper-
ties of ��L will be guaranteed. The selected method of
surface slope generation consists in summing sinu-
soids with adequate amplitude and phase. For each
IRA, one slope vector-value is generated, setting the
discretization step to L, the IRA projection size. More-
over, we note that in the whole sensor footprint, a
variable discretization step has to be used. The FFT
approach requiring a constant step cannot then be
applied.

The slope mean vector-value m�L is equal to the
slope of the IRA, while all the coefficients of the slope
covariance matrix C�L are equal to zero. We will call
this approach the Variable Step method. Finally,
given the assumption of independence of the two pro-
cesses, slope mean vector-value and covariance ma-
trix of the total process can be written as:

m � m�L 	 m�L � m�L,
C � C�L 	 C�L � C�L. (18)

Let’s point out that the surface generation method
takes the time into account. ��L being ergodic, the
temporal evolution of the statistical parameters is
coherent and so are the associated optical properties.
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3. Extension of the Variable Step Model
As we have seen previously, in the Variable Step
approach the discretization step � is set to L. If one
considers that this discretization is too coarse, one
can reduce the discretization step to � � L�2n, with
n � �1, 2, . . .� and such as � � 1 m, one meter being
the smallest spatial resolution required in the scope
of MATISSE-v2.0. This leads to kc � 2n��L. In a
practical point of view, a L-size facet will be subdi-
vided in 2n � 2n sub-facets. As in the Variable Step
model, the slopes are decomposed taking into account
the relation � � ��� 	 ���. Mean vector-value m��

and covariance matrix C�� are also given by Eq. (17)
where L is replaced by �. To estimate m�� and C��,
slopes are generated with the discretization step � for
the 2n � 2n sub-facets. m�� is thus the mean vector-
value of the 2n � 2n sub-facets slopes and C�� is their
covariance matrix. The analytical expressions of the
optical properties are then applied in the same way
as in the Variable Step approach with:

m � m�� 	 m��,
C � C�� 	 C��. (19)

This method is called the Variable Step L�2n model.
Another extension is the 1 Meter Step model de-

fined as follows. For each IRA with a projection size L,
n can be chosen such as 2n is equal to L. Thus, the
discretization step is fixed to � � 1 m �kc � �� for the
whole sensor footprint. m�1 m and C�1 m are estimated
only once from Eq. (17). As previously, m�1 m and
C�1 m are calculated as the mean vector-value and
covariance matrix of the 2n � 2n 1-meter slopes. In
order to decrease the computation time relative to
this case, we recommend to take advantage of the
constant space step and to generate the sea surface
by means of a spectral method based on a FFT algo-
rithm.

3. Verifications and Comparisons

Comparisons of low resolution analytical emissivity
with measurements have been achieved in Ref. 11,
on dataset collected during the oceanographic cruise
in the Gulf of Mexico on 16 January 1995 described in
Ref. 23. Comparisons have also been done between
low resolution analytical Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Function (BRDF) and measurements
performed at the COVE platform on the 6th of Jan-
uary 2001. They are reported in Ref. 20. The BRDF
and the reflectivity defined by Eq. (13) are linked by
the relation:

�̃��i, �i; �o, �o� � f��i, �i; �o, �o� � cos �i. (20)

These comparisons show a good agreement between
analytical models and measurements.

From an experimental point of view, measure-
ments of ocean radiation are not instantaneous. In
the campaign described by Ref. 11, integration

times range from 2 to 3.5 min and in the Ref. 20 the
measurements are averaged half-hourly. So these
datasets always deal with low resolution optical
properties, due to the ergodicity of the considered
Gaussian process.

To our knowledge, high resolution measurements
have not been published. Thus, comparisons could
not be conducted in the high resolution case. Field
measurements for the model validation are under
planning. This campaign will involve ships as well as
ground stations. However, in order to ensure that our
model gives correct optical properties at any resolu-
tion, we have verified that the law of conservation of
energy is retrieved for various IRA sizes, as it is a
strong constraint on the optical properties. Moreover,
we have checked that high resolution optical proper-
ties converge to low resolution ones when pixel size
increases. This exhibits the coherence between the
low and high resolution expressions.

A. Conservation of Energy

The law of conservation of energy, valid for local ra-
diative properties (see Eq. (3)), has also to be verified
for average optical properties. In that case, it is ex-
pressed as:


̃��inc, �inc� 	�
���2

��2 �
0

�

�̃��, �; �inc, �inc�sin �d�d� � 1,

(21)

and must be fulfilled whatever the IRA projection
size is.

Figure 4 shows Eq. (21) results as a function of
incident zenith and azimuth angles. A loss of energy
occurs at large zenith angles partially caused by the
neglected multiple reflections. Indeed, in their sea
surface emissivity model Wu and Smith [24] ac-
counted for the direct emission intercepted by the
surface and reflected in the view direction, often
called the surface-emitted�surface-reflected (SESR)
contribution. They have been able to validate it
against sea surface emissivity measurements made
by Smith et al. [23] in the Gulf of Mexico. Watts et al.
[25] included in their model both SESR contribu-
tion and the second interception by the surface of
an already-reflected ray, defined as the surface-
reflected�surface-reflected (SRSR) contribution. They
pointed out that multiple reflection effects becomes
significant at high zenith angles and wind speeds.
Recent studies [26,27] have implemented multiple
reflection effects in the determination of the emissiv-
ity. They showed that the double reflection has to be
taken into account for emission zenith angles ranging
from 50° (this value decreases when the wind speed
increases) to 85°.

For small IRA projection sizes we also observe that
the results obtained by applying Eq. (21) are not sym-
metric with respect to the nadir angle � � 0°. In that
case, slope mean values mx and my are different from
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zero. Table 1 gives slope mean values relative to the
IRA projection sizes presented in Fig. 4. Optical prop-
erties are not symmetric and so is the energy distri-
bution. When IRA projection size increases, slopes
mean vector-value m decreases. It even equals zero
when IRA projection size becomes large enough to
contain the whole statistical information of the sea
surface (for L � 128 m in our example). In the same
time, optical properties and energy distribution be-
come symmetric, which is in agreement with results
that would be obtained for a zero-level surface.

B. Convergence from High to Low Resolution

When IRA projection size L increases, the cutoff
wavenumber kc � ��L becomes smaller, then more
surface statistical information becomes included in
��L (see Eq. (17) for variance expression). At the limit
kc → 0, ��L contains all the statistical information on
the slopes of the sea surface and the low resolution
covariance matrix is retrieved. In the same time, less

statistical information is included in ��L, slope mean
values decrease and tend towards zero, which is the
low resolution case. Figures 5 and 6 show the conver-
gence of respectively effective emissivity and reflec-
tivity from high to low resolution case when surface
size increases, for two different wind speeds. Sea sur-
face has been generated (large scale waves) with the

Fig. 4. Verification of the conservation of energy. Wind speed is u10 � 10 m.s�1, wavelength is � � 4 �m and four IRA projection sizes are
presented: (a) L � 1 m, (b) L � 8 m, (c) L � 32 m, and (d) L � 128 m.

Table 1. Slope Means Upwind (mx) and Crosswind (my) Relative to the
Surface Sizes Presented in Fig. 4

Size L � 1 m L � 8 m L � 32 m L � 128 m

mx 0.103 0.038 �0.034 0.000
my �0.052 �0.059 �0.038 0.000

Fig. 5. Effective emissivity as a function of surface size, expressed
as L � 2x�1 m, x � 1, . . . , 11, for � � 4 �m, two wind speeds u10

� 5 and 20 m.s�1 and ��obs � 80°; �obs � 0°�. Dotted and solid lines
refer to calculations done with low resolution (LR) and high reso-
lution (HR) expressions respectively.
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same seed for the two wind speeds. Low resolution
optical properties, including the whole surface vari-
ability, are represented by a straight dotted line.
Convergence of high resolution optical properties de-
pends on wind speed. Indeed, higher the wind speed
is, later the convergence is reached. In the presented
case, convergence is reached when surface size ex-
ceeds 26 � 64 m for the low wind speed and 29

� 512 m for the high wind speed. For the same wind
speed value, if sea surface is generated with other
seeds, convergence is also reached around the same
pixel footprint size.

4. Images of Ocean Surface

We present images of sea surface radiance obtained
with our model of effective optical properties. The
model is implemented as a prototype before its inte-
gration in the Matisse-v2.0 code. A multi-resolution
architectural solution, based on clipmaps method [28],
is also implemented. It efficiently deals with levels of
details consistent with the scene observation context.
It relies on nested regular grids, composed of facets
whose sizes are proportional to the sensor distance.
Thus, objects far away from the sensor are not de-
scribed with the same level of details as the ones
closed by.

Sea surface radiance is given by:

L��obs, �obs� ��
�sun

f��sun, �sun; �obs, �obs�

· cos �sun · Lsun��sun, �sun� · d�sun

	�
�	

f��	, �	; �obs, �obs� · cos �	

· Latm��	, �	� · d�	

	 
̃��obs, �obs� · LBB�Tsea�. (22)

where f is the BRDF.

The first term of Eq. (22) is the reflected solar ra-
diance where the sun radiance is Lsun and �sun is the
solar solid angle; the second term is the reflected
atmospheric radiance with the atmospheric radiance
Latm and �	 the upper hemisphere; the last term is

Fig. 7. Image of sea surface radiance at 4 �m composed of 500
� 500 pixels. The sensor is located at an altitude of 0.389 km and
looks at nadir. The sun is at zenith. The wind speed is u10 �

10 m.s�1.

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 but with the sensor located at an altitude
of 0.5 km. Sensor observation angles are ��obs � 36°; �obs � 0°�
and sun angles are ��inc � 40°; �inc � 180°�. The wind speed is
u10 � 15 m.s�1.

Fig. 6. Effective reflectivity as a function of surface size, ex-
pressed as L � 2x�1 m, x � 1, . . . , 11, for � � 4 �m, two wind
speeds u10 � 5 and 20 m.s�1 and for ��inc � �80°; �inc � 0°� and
��obs � 80°; �obs � 0°�. Dotted and solid lines refer to calculations
done with low resolution (LR) and high resolution (HR) expressions
respectively.
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the emitted radiance where LBB�Tsea� is the black body
radiance at sea temperature Tsea.

In the prototype, in order to simplify Eq. (22), the
sun is assumed to be a collimated source and the
atmospheric radiance to be isotropic. This does not
change the purpose of our study and avoids the cal-
culation of the integrations of the two first terms.
Moreover, by introducing the law of conservation of
energy in both the second term and relation (20), Eq.
(22) becomes:

L��obs, �obs� � �̃��sun, �sun; �obs, �obs�
· Lsun��sun, �sun� 	 �1 � 
̃��obs, �obs��
· L̄atm 	 
̃��obs, �obs� · LBB�Tsea�, (23)

where L̄atm is the isotropic atmospheric radiance
value.

Figures 7 to 9 show images of the sea surface ra-
diance obtained from our model, at 4 �m for a wind
direction orthogonal to the observation direction. The
sea surface temperature Tsea is 288 K. In Fig. 7, the
wind speed is set to u10 � 10 m.s�1. Sun being at
zenith and sensor looking at nadir, the rendering of
solar glitter pattern is well done. Due to the observa-
tional configuration, two levels corresponding to high
resolution case are displayed: 1 m in the central part
of the image and 2 m otherwise. Figure 10(a) shows a
representation of these levels with the associated do-
main sizes. The outer square corresponds to the edge
of the image displayed in Fig. 7. In Fig. 8, the wind
speed is u10 � 15 m.s�1. The sensor (altitude 0.5 km)
is opposite to the sun and the zenith angles are �obs
� 36° and �inc � 40°. In that case, three levels of
spatial resolution can be observed: 2 m in the lower
part of the image, 4 m in the central part and 8 m in
the upper part. Figure 9 is obtained with the same
configuration as in Fig. 8, except the sensor altitude
is higher (1.5 km). Thus, the levels of spatial resolu-
tions displayed are larger: 8, 16 and 32 m from the
lower part of the image to the upper part (see Figs.
10(b) and 10(c) for the associated diagrams and sizes).

On these images, we can see that the spatial vari-
ability is well retrieved. They also show that the
multi-resolution is correctly taken into account in the
sensor field of view and that the transition between
two levels of resolution is smooth and does not add
artifacts.

5. Conclusion

An analytical model of infrared optical properties has
been developed to take into account the spatial vari-
ability of a Gaussian wind-roughened sea surface
from 1-meter to large scale, including sub-pixel vari-
ability. It is based on a two-scale approach, called the
Variable Step method, that consists in superimposing
the small scale variability (smaller than the size of

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but with the sensor located at an altitude
of 1.5 km.

Fig. 10. Levels of spatial resolution associated with images of sea surface radiance. Sizes of each domain and related spatial resolutions
are also indicated. Diagrams (a), (b), and (c) give domains and sizes related to Figs. 7, 8, and 9, respectively.
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the considered IRA) to a larger one. Thus, statistical
properties are calculated for the IRA whose sizes are
dictated by the observational configuration. The main
assumption is that the surface is governed by a sta-
tionary, ergodic and Gaussian process. The chosen
spectrum is an Elfouhaily spectrum describing swell
to capillary waves. Local characteristics, i.e. wind
speed and direction and fetch, are input data of
the selected spectrum. First-order geometrical-optics
approximation is used and shadowing and hiding
functions are included. Contribution from multiple
reflections is not taken into account. Extensions of
the Variable Step approach, based on a finer surface
discretization, are also presented.

Physical validity of the proposed model is verified.
The observed negative biases at grazing angles are
mainly caused by neglecting multiple reflections. The
implementation of our model for the generation of im-
ages of synthetic sea surface radiance shows its ability
to produce good quality ocean scenes in various con-
textual conditions. Moreover, multi-resolution being
introduced in the sensor field of view, the requirement
in computing images of any observational configura-
tion is fulfilled.

This Variable Step model will be implemented in
the new version of MATISSE-v2.0.

Funds for this research have been provided by
DGA�SPN, the French Armament Procurement
Organization.
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